[Spectral characteristics of the EEG of the visual and motor cortices in the rabbit during stimulation of the reticular formation of the brain].
Study of amplitude-frequency characteristics of dominating spectral maxima in the delta, theta and alpha-ranges of the rabbit visual and motor neocortical areas has shown that an increase of the midbrain reticular formation stimulation frequency from 60 to 1000 imp/s leads to an increase in both area of dominating rhythms frequencies in the theta and alpha-ranges, and to a decrease of the alpha-rhythm amplitude. The theta-rhythm amplitude in the visual area declines while in the motor area a slight increase is observed and then a decrease. Characteristics of the dominating frequency component in the delta-range are determined by three types of oscillations with different types of dependence on frequency of reticular formation stimulation. The most significant differences between areas are manifest in the spectrum amplitude characteristics. Qualitatively similar changes are also seen in correlation of power of spectral ranges in both areas but quantitatively they are more expressed in the motor area.